The measurement of pain behavior is a key component of the assessment of persons with chronic pain; however, few self-reported pain behavior instruments have been developed. We developed a pain behavior item bank as part of the Patient-Reported Outcome Measurement Information System (PROMIS). For the Wave I testing, because of the large number of PROMIS items, a complex sampling approach was used where participants were randomly assigned to either respond to two full-item banks or to multiple 7-item blocks of items. A web-based survey was designed and completed by 15,528 members of the general population and 967 individuals with different types of chronic pain. Item response theory (IRT) analysis models were used to evaluate item characteristics and to scale both items and individuals on the pain behavior domain. The pain behavior item bank demonstrated good fit to a unidimensional model (Comparative Fit Index = 0.94). Several iterations of IRT analyses resulted in a final 39-item pain behavior bank, and different IRT models were fit to the total sample and to those participants who experienced some pain. The results indicated that these items demonstrated good coverage of the pain behavior construct. Pain behavior scores were strongly related to pain intensity and moderately related to self-reported general health status. Mean pain behavior scores varied significantly by groups based on pain severity and general health status. The PROMIS pain behavior item bank can be used to develop static short-form and dynamic measures of pain behavior for clinical studies.
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Introduction
People with pain engage in behaviors that communicate to others that they are experiencing pain [6,13,31]. Pain behaviors, may include verbal complaints of pain and suffering, non-language sounds, facial expressions, body posturing and gesturing, and limitations in activities. There is growing recognition that assessment of pain behavior is a key outcome of persons suffering from chronic pain [7, 26] . Careful measurements of pain behavior can be helpful in several ways. First, it can provide clues about the existence, intensity and causes of pain. Second, knowledge about pain behaviors can provide insights into a person's attempts to cope with or manage pain [33] . This information may help clinicians identify and reinforce adaptive pain coping efforts. Information on pain behaviors can also reveal maladaptive coping efforts that can be targeted in treatment interventions. Finally, pain behaviors may provide a behavioral marker of enhanced risk for the development of chronic pain and disability [11] .
Direct observation provides the most objective approach to assessing pain behavior [13] . Two basic methods have been developed, sampling pain behavior during a standardized task [12] or in a naturalistic setting [23] . Although direct observation methods are objective, they have limitations (e.g., need for ongoing observer training, costs, intrusiveness) that limit their utility in clinical settings.
Self-report provides an alternative strategy for measuring pain behavior [14] . Individuals with pain are often aware of pain's effect on their behavior and can report on their experience and activities. Given the advantages of self-report (e.g., low cost, ease of administration), it is surprising that self-report pain behavior measures are not more widely used in pain assessment. Among the self-report measures of pain behavior that have been developed and validated, the Pain Behavior Check List (PBCL) is the most widely used in research studies [14, 19] . The PBCL assesses four categories of pain behaviors (distorted ambulation, affective distress, facial/audible expressions, and help seeking behavior). Although there is evidence for the reliability and validity of PBCL scores [14] , the scale is brief and does not capture potentially important categories of pain behaviors such as isolating oneself from others, crying, and massaging a painful area, among others.
